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Abstract 
Entropy, one of the most fundamental quantities in Classical Information Theory, 
also plays an important role in Quantum Information Theory. In this thesis, three 
different approaches to relate the Shannon entropy to the von Neumann entropy are 
presented. That means ways to apply the Shannon entropy function to quantum 
states are shown. Firstly, Pure Post-Measurement State (PPMS) measurement, a 
measurement, which always produces pure post-measurement state, is defined. If a 
PPMS measurement is used, the von Neumann entropy of a quantum state, described 
by a density matrix, is then shown to be a lower bound of the Shannon entropy of the 
measurement outcome distribution. Secondly, in order to measure the amount of 
uncertainty contained in a quantum state, we make a mental measurement of the state 
so as to obtain a probability distribution of the measurement outcome whose Shannon 
entropy is evaluated. A prerequisite for such a mental measurement is that the state 
cannot be changed by the measurement. Under this constraint, it turns out that if the 
measurement is confined to be a projective PPMS measurement, then the Shannon 
entropy of the measurement outcome distribution has a unique value which is equal to 
the von Neumann entropy of the state. Lastly, we give a physical interpretation of 
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the von Neumann entropy of a density matrix as the Shannon entropy of the 
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Nowadays, computers have an exponential increasing computational power 
while the sizes of circuits and components are decreasing and quantum effect will 
eventually take place. Instead of overcoming the quantum effect, we can make use 
of the fruitful resource to develop more powerful computers. We can foresee that 
we will have computers whose registers will be described by quantum theory instead 
of simple ‘0’ or ‘1’ and they are called Quantum Computers. This evolution will 
not simply affect computers but also networks, computational algorithms and many 
other aspects. In addition, the current Information Theory based on Shannon will 
be enhanced to describe these quantum devices because bits will be extended to 
quantum states. 
In Shannon's Information Theory, the most fundamental quantity is Entropy 
whose meaning and definition will be given in the next section. In this thesis, we 
are focusing on this fundamental quantity on a framework of Quantum Mechanics 
which has been defined by the von Neumann. We will show three new 
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interpretations of the von Neumann entropy, but most important are three new 
definitions of the von Neumann entropy. 
In the next section, we will introduce basic concepts of Classical Information 
Theory. It is for understanding the interpretation used in this thesis. In section 
1,1 - section 1.4, we review standard results in classical and quantum information 
theory. Readers who are familiar with the subject can skip those sections and go 
directly to section 1.5. 
1.1 Classical Information Theory 
In 1948，Claude E. Shannon published a paper entitled "The Mathematical 
Theory of Communication" [ 1 ] which laid the foundation of Information Theory. 
We use the term "Classical Information Theory" to classify his work and related 
researches which do not involve Quantum Mechanics. In Shannon's paper, he 
defined entropy as a measurement of information or uncertainty contained in a 
system. The concept of entropy plays an important role in the development of 
Information Theory. In the next section, we first show how Shannon formulated it 
and the assumptions made. Other useful quantities will also be introduced like 
conditional entropy and mutual information. The physical meaning of entropy will 
be illustrated in the last section of this chapter by some applications. 
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1.1.1 Shannon Entropy 
For a discrete information source, suppose we have a set of possible events 
whose probabilities of occurrence are pi, p2, ..., Pn- These probabilities are known 
but that is all we can know about which event will occur. Then Shannon defined a 
function H, which maps a probability distribution to a real number. The function H 
plays a critical role in Information Theory which measures information, choice and 
uncertainty. We call H The Shannon Entropy Function. Before the definition of H 
is shown, we would like to show three postulates for H. Shannon required H should 
have the following properties: 
1. H should be continuous in p,. 
2. If all the /?/ are equal, pi = X/n，then H should be a monotonic increasing 
function of n, where n is the number of possible cases. 
3. If a choice is broken down into two successive choices, the original H 
should be the weighted sum of the individual values of H. 
Property 3 can be illustrated by an example. Let the probability distribution of three 
different outcomes {E|, E2a, Eib} of a system be {1/2,1/3,1/6 } respectively. If the 
system first generates two outcomes {Ei, E2} according to the distribution {1/2,1/2! 
and outcome E2 further evolves to give outcomes E2a or £25 according to the 
distribution {2/3,1/3} immediately. Then property 3 means 
//({1/2,1/3,1/6}) = //({1/2,1/2}) + 1 / / ( { 2 / 3 , 1 / 3 } ) . 
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The second term on the right hand side is multiplied with 1/2 because the second 
choice only occurs half the time. 
Let a probability distribution be {/>,}. Shannon showed us the only H 
satisfying the above three assumptions should have the form 
= • (1) 
In Shannon's original paper, a positive constant K is multiplied on the right hand side, 
which refers to a choice of a unit of measure, and it is taken to be 1 here for 
convenience. The summation is taken over the corresponding support because 
Pi log Pi is undefined when P/ = 0. 
Usually, the state of a system is described by a discrete random variable X and 
the probability of X being equal to the value x is denoted by ？r{X = x} = p(x) • 
Then we can rewrite ( 1 ) as 
H{x)=-T^,p{x)\ogp{x), (2) 
which measures the amount of entropy contained in the system. If the state of a 
system is modeled by real numbers instead of integers, the probability masses in ( 1 ) 
become a continuous probability distribution and the summation becomes an integral. 
We called this topic Differential Entropy and the details can be found in [ 2 ]. 
Although Shannon only emphasized the above three postulates to formulate H, he 
also assumed the states are always distinguishable, i.e., we can distinguish outcome i 
from outcome j with certainty if i is not equal to j. However, the idea of 
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distinguishable is non-trivial in quantum theory and the details will be discussed after 
we introduce Quantum Mechanics. 
1.1.2 Shannon Joint Entropy, Conditional Entropy, 
Mutual Information and Conditional Mutual 
Information 
There are many important quantities in Information Theory together with 
entropy. We introduce some of them here, which are related to latter parts in this 
thesis. Suppose two systems are modeled by two discrete random variables X and Y. 
We denote Pr{X=x and Y=y} by p(x, y). The Joint Entropy Y) is defined by 
H[X, Y) = y) log P(x, y). (3) 
For two systems, we may want to talk about the entropy of a system if the state 
of another one is given. Therefore, there is conditional entropy to describe it. The 
Conditional Entropy of r given ^ is defined by 
H{Y \X) = -Tx,y POC, y) log p(y\x). (4) 
The above definition of H(F| ^ can be expressed in other forms. Consider if given 
X=x, then the probability distribution of Y becomes {p(y | x)) and the entropy of Y 
becomes 
H{J\X = x)=-Y^yp{y I x)\ogp{y \x). (5 ) 
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By considering ( 4 )’ we have 
H[Y\X) = -Y^^^y pix, y) log p{y\x) (6) 
=-i:_x，_vP(x)p{y I �l o g p { y 1 x) (7 ) 
= - Z x P M ^ y P ( y 丨 l o g P ( y I ( 8 ) 
=1：义/^ 义)丑（>^ 1 =力. （9) 
Also, we can have 
H(v I X ) = - Z x , y p(又，y) log p ( y l x ) ( 1 0 ) 
= (11) 
= y ) log p{x, y) +Zx,y P(x, y) log p{x) (12) 
= + (13) 
= / / ( 兄 ： 0 - ⑷ . (14) 
There are some other fundamental information measures defined by Shannon. 
For random variables X and Y, Mutual Information between Z a n d Y is defined by 
/(尤 y ) = I . x . y PC^ ，力 log 久 , (15) 
which can be expressed by entropy as 
Y) =H(X) + H{Y) -H{XJ). (16) 
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Same as entropy, we have Conditional Mutual Information. By giving the value of 
random variable Z, the mutual information between X and Y conditioning on Z is 
defined by 
I{X-J\ I z)log � • ) 
P{x I z)p{y I z) 
Mutual information can be used to measure the correlation between two random 
variables and conditional mutual information can be used to measure the correlation 
between two random variables given a third random variable. From [ 3 ], we can 
see conditional mutual information is always nonnegative and all Shannon's 
information measures, namely entropy, conditional entropy, mutual information, and 
conditional mutual information, are special cases of conditional mutual information. 
Therefore, all Shannon's information measures are always nonnegative. 
1.1,3 Applications of Shannon Entropy 
There are a lot of research results related to Shannon's information measures. 
We would only show one to illustrate the physical meaning of H and more 
information can be found in [ 2 ] and [ 3 ]. 
Shannon used the entropy function H to measure the uncertainty contained in a 
system. In Shannon's Noiseless Channel Coding Theorem, we are told for a 
reliable data compression, source X must be encoded by a data rate greater than or 
equal to H(X). Otherwise, error will be introduced during decompression. This is 
why the Shannon entropy function H measures the amount of information contained 
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in a system. 
For those systems which can be modeled by random variables (including 
discrete or continuous random variables), their properties are governed by Shannon's 
Information Theory. However, Quantum Mechanics uses a different way to 
describe a system which cannot be modeled by random variables nor governed by 
Shannon's Information Theory. Therefore, some works must be done to connect the 
Classical Information Theory with Quantum Mechanics. 
1.2 Mathematical background for 
Quantum Mechanics 
In this section, a review of some basic linear algebra will be first given, such that 
introduction to Quantum Mechanics can be conducted in a smooth way. Besides, 
the content is written in a way that readers can be familiar with the notation used in 
this thesis. All the matrices and vectors are in finite dimension Hilbert space unless 
other specified. 
1.2.1 Dirac Notation 
Dirac notation is a standard notation in Quantum Mechanics. For example, we 
may use |0) to represent an atom at its ground state and we use |1> to represent an 
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atom at its first excited state. The physical meaning of Dirac notation will be 
contained in the next section, but in simple words, |0) and |1> have the same algebraic 
meaning as column vectors. The notation (0| sometimes is used, which is defined as 
the Hermitian conjugate of |0> and has the same algebraic meaning as a row vector. 
From now on, the symbol 卞 denotes the conjugate transpose for matrices of any size, 
e.g., |0) = � 0 | t . Also, the symbol , denote the complex conjugate of a complex 
number. 
Suppose O is an operator which maps from a finite dimension Hilbert space V to 
another finite dimension Hilbert space W. Let {|v/>} be an orthonormal basis of V 
and {|wy>} be an orthonormal basis of W. Then we have the completeness relation 
or closure, 
Iv =i:/|v/〉〈v/| (18) 
where Iv is an identity matrix and its dimension is equal to the dimension of V. 
Also, 
I w = i : y | w y � ( w y | (19) 
where I�v is an identity matrix and its dimension is equal to the dimension of W. 
Then the operator O can be represented by 
0 = (20) 
= 1 / 卜 y��w；十 O.I：/丨 v / � � v / | (21) 
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= (22) 
= Z/，y�Wy|o |v ,� |wy��v,| . (23) 
Equality ( 23 ) followed by (WJ O v/) is a complex number and it commutes with 
the column vector w j � . In other words, the expression in ( 23 ) can be regarded 
as an operator which is a linear summation of an outer product of a column vector 
and a row vector. Now, if we want to transform an operator into matrix 
representation, we first fix the basis as {|v/)} and {|wy)}. Then the operator O can be 
represented by a matrix whose广 row and 产 column element is ( w j i.e. 
(wo 0|vo) (wo \0 V I ) … 
O 三(wi |0|vo) (wi |0 |vi) . (24) 
• • 
• • • • 
— — 
For a vector in vector space V, it can be represented by 
(t>) = \'\(l>)- (25) 
= (26) 
Then can be represented by a column vector whose 产 element is (v/、冷、,i.e. 




� ^ ^ H ^ M v o � { ( f > \ n ) ...]. (28) 
1.2.2 Linear Operators and Matrices 
An operator O is called self-adjoint or Hermitian if (9 = (9 广;unitary if 0(f = 
I = and normal if 00’ = (fO. It is easy to see a Hermitian matrix is always 
normal. Due to consistency, operator H is always Hermitian and operator U is 
always unitary. 
For any Hermitian operator H, we have 
[{(j)\H\ 赠 = � �I 一 =〈卢 |//| ( f ) (29) 
Therefore, is always real for all A Hermitian operator H is said to be 
positive or positive semi-definite if > 0 for all The notation H > 0 
will be used to express the fact that H is a positive operator. If〈於 | / / | 0 � > O for all 
non-zero we will say H is positive definite, or strictly positive. We will then 
write H > 0. If Hi and H2 are Hermitian, Hi > H2 means Hi - H2 > 0. 
1.2.3 Spectral Decomposition and Diagonalization 
For normal matrices, Spectral Theorem said if A is an nxn normal matrix, then 
it can be diagonalized by a unitary matrix, i.e., there exists an nxn unitary matrix U 
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such that U^AU is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues A/, A2, An of A along its 
diagonal. Also, A has a spectral decomposition, 
A = , (30) 
where {w,} is an orthonormal basis for C". The operator A can also be represented 
by Dirac notation in the form 
^ = (31) 
where {|w/>} is an orthonormal basis for C". and {|w/�} is a set of eigenvectors of A. 
If A is Hermitian, then A is normal and A can be decomposed as in ( 31 ) with A, 
which are real for all i. 
1.2.4 Functions of Normal Matrices 
Suppose A is a normal matrix, by spectral decomposition, we have ( 3 1 ) . If f 
is a complex function, then f(A) is defined as 
/04) = ：^『=1/(义/)卜/〉〈1/小 (32) 
We can see that f(A) is a matrix with size same as A. For example, if 
= 0.3|0)(0| + 0.7|l)(l|, (33) 
then 
log � =l o g ( 0 . 3 ) | 0 � � 0 | + log(0.7)|l)(l|. (34) 
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1-2.5 Trace 
The Trace of a matrix is commonly known as the sum of diagonal elements of the 
matrix. The trace of an operator X, denoted as tr⑷，is defined as 
_ = 沖 ⑷ (35) 
where {| 於〉} is an orthonormal basis and the choice of basis is arbitrary in [ 6 ]. Let 
X and Y be operators and let {|^^/�} and {|v^/�} be orthonormal bases. We can have 
the following properties, 
tr{X + Y) = tr{X) + tr{Y), (36) 
tr{XY) = tr{YX)， (37) 
tr{U'^XU) = tr{X), (38) 
tA(t>i){(t>j\)=dij, (39) 
tr\(t>i){¥j\)={¥j\(l>i). (40) 
1.2.6 Kronecker Product 
Let M = {RRIIJ) be a cxd matrix and A''= («,)) be a exf matrix, where MY is an element of 
M at the i''' row and广 column and ny is an element of N at the i"' row and广 column. 
Then the Kronecker product M®N is a cexdf matrix defined as 
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^ m\\N m\2N ••. m\dN� 
fn2\N mxiN ... muN M®N= . . . . . (41) 
�mc\N rUciN … r r i c d N ^  
For Dirac notation, we simply d e n o t e | b y \(t>)\y/). If the vector is a 
number state, e.g., 0)|l), then we simply write it as |0 l ) . Suppose we have two 
operators \m)(n\ and \o)(p\, their Kronecker product \m){n\ <8) \o){p\, according to ( 41 ), 
can be written as (|m) (8) |c?�)(�/?| ® = \mo){np\. 
1.3 Elementary Quantum Mechanics 
Quantum Mechanics is one of the most important disciplines in Physics and it is 
used to model small-scale systems. The content of Quantum Mechanics can be 
contained in more than a bookshelf of textbooks and therefore I write down the basic 
concepts which are useful to explain the rest of my thesis. For those who are 
interested to leam more about the fundamental Quantum Mechanics, [ 4 ] - [ 8 ] are 
always a good choice. 
Quantum Mechanics is a collection of the works by many physicists. 
Schrodinger's formulation is called wave mechanics and Heisenberg's formulation is 
called matrix mechanics. In 1926, Schrodinger proved that both are equivalent. In 
this thesis, the postulates in Quantum Mechanics are followed from [ 7 ] and more 
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information can be found in [ 8 ]. The four postulates are given in following 
sections. 
1.3.1 State Space 
For a single photon in free space or an electron in a Hydrogen atom, each can be 
said as a physical system. The first postulate tells us how to describe physical 
systems in Quantum Mechanics. 
Postulate 1: For any isolated system, it can be associated with a complex vector 
space with inner product, i.e., a Hilbert space, which is known as the state space 
of the system. The system is completely described by its state vectors, which 
is a unit vector in the system's state space. 
The above postulate will be illustrated by the following example, which 
describes a quantum version of "bit". The system is named as qubit. Suppose we 
would like to describe the spin of an electron. Since an electron can have only two 
spin state - spin up or spin down, the state space of the system is a two dimensional 
Hilbert space. Suppose we choose {|0), |1>} as the basis of the system space. 
Then the state vector | i s a unit vector, i.e., 1, and it can be expressed as 
= (42) 
= (]0〉〈0| + |1��1|).丨 V/� (43) 
=0〉〈0丨小丨 l〉〈l|v/〉 （44) 
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= a\0) + fi\\), (45) 
where a = and fi = (\\y/) are complex numbers. Also, we have 
=\{0 \y / f + \ { \ \y / f (46) 
二 沖〉〈0丨小〈沖��1|0 ( 4 7 ) 
= � v / | ( | 0 � � 0 | + | l � l | ) | v / � (48) 
= � H - I . k � （49) 
=1. (50) 
The requirement is \af + = 1 which is known as normalization requirement. 
1.3.2 Evolution 
A physical system may undergo evolution and the state vector may be changed. 
For example, an electron is affecting by an electric field, then the state vector of the 
electron will evolve based on the following postulate. 
Postulate 2: The evolution of a closed system is described by a unitary 
transform. Suppose the state vector changes from | y/o) at time to to | 們〉at time 
//. Then a unitary operator U, which is a function of to and //，will change | 钟 〉 
t o |^/丨〉，i.e, 
= (117) 
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The above postulate is used to describe a closed system. In our example, we have 
assumed that the electron does not affect the electric field acting on it. If two 
electrons are interacting in a closed environment, the state vector for any one of them 
may not undergo unitary transform but the state vector of the whole system will. 
It is interesting to know for single qubits, if there is any unitary operator which 
can be realized in experiments and is important for quantum computing. 
1.3.3 Quantum Measurements 
In the last postulate, we have emphasized that system must be closed. 
However, this assumption is too ideal because, usually, we cannot prevent our 
experiment interacting with the environment. In fact, more should be done to 
describe the evolution of a system but these methods are out of the scope of this 
thesis. Usually, we may want our system to interact with another system. For 
example, we may want the observed system S to interact with another system, 
apparatus A, such that the properties of S can be retrieved from observing the 
properties of A. The above example is known as measurement process and it obeys 
the following postulate according to [ 7 ]. 
Postulate 3: Quantum measurements are described by a collection of 
measurement operators {M j } . The only requirement for these operators is to 
satisfy the completeness equation, i.e., 
(52) 
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Suppose the state of a system is | y/). After measurement, we have probability 
/ \ 
Pj=tr\M]Mj\\i/){\i/\], (53) 
that the outcome j is observed with the post-measurement state | y/j) given by 
V M j u/) 
k j ) = , , / Z � ’ (54) 
where | i/zj) is normalized. 
Applying ( 37 ), we can see that ( 53 ) can also be written as 
Pj = tr{M (55) 
or 
p j = i y \ M ] M j \ \ i / ) (56) 
By the completeness equation, summation of the probabilities of possible outcomes 
is equal to one since 
乂〜 . k X H ) ( 5 8 ) 
= ,r(I.| 咖 I ) (59) 
=1. (60) 
The above formalism of quantum measurement is also called general 
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measurement in this thesis so that it can be distinguished from the special cases of it. 
For some applications, we are only interested in the probabilities of the respective 
measurement outcomes but not the post-measurement state. In this case, there is a 
mathematical tool called the Positive Operator Valued Measure (POVM) formalism 
which is widely used in the analysis of general measurements. The details can be 
found in [7，P.90]. When a POVM measurement is used, the "purification picture" 
is often employed at the same time. A discussion on the "purification picture" can 
be found in P. 10 of [ 9 ] or in section 3.1.4 and 3.15 of [ 10 ]• Although POVM 
measurements will not be used in this thesis, the idea of the purification picture is 
used to construct a proof in Chapter 3. 
There is an important special case of the general measurement, which is known 
as projective measurement. 
Projective measurement is a special case of postulate 3 together with two more 
conditions: 
A/1 = M j (61) 
and 
MjMk =Sj^kMj . (62) 
Then the post-measurement state is same as ( 54 ) but the probability for 
measurement outcome j can be simplified as follows. By ( 56 ), we have 
pj={\l/\M]Mj\\l/) (63) 
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=�y/\M j M j\\i/) (64) 
= {IL/\MJ\\I/) ( 6 5 ) 
Projective measurement is widely used because it is connected to measuring physical 
observable. However, there are three disadvantages. Firstly, the structure of the 
general measurement is simpler than projective measurement because one more 
constraint is required in the latter one. Some experiments can be modeled by 
general measurement but not by projective measurement. Secondly, some 
important results in quantum computation involve general measurement but not 
projective measurement, e.g., the optimal way to distinguish a set of quantum states. 
Lastly, projective measurement is repeatable which means if the measurement result 
is j, then we can repeat the measurement and the result is always j. That is if the 
state in ( 54 ) is measured again and { m j ] is assumed to be a projective 
measurement, then the same post-measurement state will be given with probability 1. 
However, for example, the position of a photon is measured by projecting on a silver 
screen and the photon is destroyed, it is impossible for us to repeat the measurement 
and general measurement must be used to describe the case. 
1.3.4 Joint Systems 
If two or more systems are concatenated into a single large system, then the 
state of the joint system is related to the states of the small systems by the following 
postulate. 
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Postulate 4: Suppose the state of the joint system is | y/) and the states of the n 
sub-systems are |v^2〉，...，| Wn)- Then the state of the joint system is the 
tensor product of the sub-systems, i.e., 
⑷=1約〉(g)丨们〉(8) — ® | Y „ � . . (66) 
For example, the state of system A is |0) and the state of system B is |1). Then the 
state of the joint system AB is |01� . If 
| 0 � = J (67) 
and 
\ � 0 — 
1〉二 1 , ( 6 8 ) 
then state of the joint system is described by the vector 
" 0 " 
1 • (69) 
0 
_0 
For the evolution of a joint system, postulate 2 can be extended in the same idea. 
For example, system i is transformed by a unitary transform Ui for i > 1 and only 
system 1 is unchanged, i.e. Ui is an identity matrix 1. Then the joint system is 
transformed by the joint unitary transform 
U (70) 
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On the other hand, if the state of the joint system is given, can we find out the 
states of the subsystems? Answer will be given after density operator is introduced 
in the next section. 
1.3.5 Quantum Mixtures 
In postulate 1，we use a vector to describe a system because the state of the 
system is certain and is called a pure state. However, we may only be able to 
describe a system by a probability mean, that the system is in state | 灼〉with 
probability pi. In this case, the state of the system is called a mixed state. In fact, 
the four postulates cannot fully describe a system when one of the followings 
happens: 
1. The initial state is not fully specified, i.e., the state of the system is a mixed 
state 
2. The final measurement is done on a subsystem and we are only interested in 
the subsystem 
Then state of a system will be better to be described by a density matrix (also called 
density operator) which is mathematically defined by von Neumann in [ 11 ]. 
Suppose a quantum system is in state | 灼〉with probability pi, it can be described 
by a density matrix p which is defined as 
P = I.iPi\¥i){Wi\- (71) 
Note that the trace of p is one since 
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'尸灼 k/��H) 口2) 
= (73) 
= Y.iPi (74) 
=1. (75) 
Also, p is a positive matrix. We can see it is a Hermitian matrix by its definition. 
For an arbitrary vector we have 
� • l < ^ � = � ^ ^ l ( Z / H W W M (76) 
= Y.iPi\{(l>Wif (77) 
> 0 . (78) 
We can distinguish whether 广 is a pure state or mixed state by considering, 
Hp'^) = "(E/ Pi I \Ek Pk I y^k ){¥k l) (79) 
=tr^i^^PiPk\¥i ){Wi\¥k){¥k I) (80) 
= " ( Z a " z A A ’ � k / � � w I ) ( 8 1 ) 
= “ Z / / ^ 2 h � H ) (82) 
= 制 ） （83) 
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= (84) 
Therefore is equal to one if and only if the probability distribution {/?,} 
contains one, i.e., p i s a pure state. 
In contrast to the usage of random variables in Classical Information Theory, we 
use density matrix to describe the state of a system in Quantum Mechanics. Also, 
the four postulates can be rewritten using density matrices as follows. 
Postulate r： For any isolated system，if it is in state | 的）with probability p“ it 
can be described by a density matrix p, which is defined as 
" = Z/A.k/〉〈〜|， （85) 
and p is a positive operator with trace equals one. 
Postulate 2，： The evolution of a closed system is described by a unitary 
transform. Suppose the state changes from po at time to to p\ at time ti. Then 
a unitary operator U’ which is a function of to and will change po to p/, i.e., 
Pi = U p q U �. (86) 
Postulate 3': Quantum measurements are described by a collection of 
measurement operators {Mj}. The only requirement for these operators is to 
satisfy the completeness equation, i.e., 
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l j M � j M j = \ . (87) 
Suppose the state of a system is p. After measurement, we have probability 
‘ \ 
Yj = tr\M^jM J P] (88) 
that the outcome j is observed with the post-measurement state pj given by 
MJPM] 
Pj= ( f V (89) tr\M]MjP 
where p j is positive with trace equals one. 
Postulate 4，： Suppose the state of a joint system is p and the states of the n 
sub-systems are space pi, p2, ...，Pn- Then the state of the joint system is the 
tensor product of states of the sub-systems, i.e., 
P = (90) 
The reformulated postulates can also describe a system which is pure. 
However, we cannot just throw the original four postulates away. Firstly, it is more 
convenient to use the original four postulates if discussion involves pure states only. 
Besides, it is more natural to talk about the physical laws based on pure states and the 
four rewritten postulates are useful in mathematical treatment. 
Note that although a density matrix can fully characterize a system, different 
ensembles of quantum states can give the same density matrix as shown in the 
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following example. 
Example 1.1 Suppose a system is prepared by choosing 10) with probability 0.36 and 
choosing 11) with probability 0.64. The density matrix, p, for the system is p = 
0.3610)(01 + 0.6411)(11. Suppose another system is prepared by choosing la) and Ib) 
with equal probability where la) = 0.610) + 0.811) and Ib) = 0.610) - 0.811). The 
density matrix, (J, for this system is 
(J = O.Sla)(al + O.Slb)(bl 
= O.S( 0.610) + 0.81 1) X 0.6(01 + 0.8(11)+ O.S( 0.61 0) - 0.81 1) X 0.6(01- 0.8(11) 
= O.S( 0.3610)(01 + 0.4811)(01 + 0.4810)(11 + 0.6411)(11) 
+ O.S( 0.3610)(01- 0.4811)(01- 0.4810)(11 + 0.6411)(11) 
= 0.3610)(01 + 0.6411)(11 
=p. 
( 91 ) 
(92 ) 
( 93 ) 
( 94 ) 
( 95 ) 
This example shows both systems can be described by the same density matrix and 
their statistical properties are the same. 
Lastly, we want to point out one of the differences between quantum states and 
classical states. If a system is prepared by mixing some non-orthonormal states 
with certain probability, we cannot reliably distinguish the states of the system in 
P.87 of [ 7]. The idea is shown in the following example. Suppose we prepare the 
system state I '1/) in the state 
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/^1〉=丨0〉 （96) 
or in the state 
I �= ; ^ ( | 0 � + | 1 〉 ） （97) 
with equal probability. Notice that 
� H y 2 � = ; ^ ( � 0 | 0 � + � 0 | 1 � ) = + ;^0’ (98) 
which means | y/i) is not orthogonal to | y/i). Then there is no measurement capable 
of distinguishing = \y/f) or = |松 with 100% success. For example, a 
measurement consists of 
M\ = (99) 





\ - M } m ^ - m I M 2 (102) 
is a Hermitian matrix. We can take square root on it and M3 is also Hermitian. 
Note that 
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卞Mih� …|)= / r y ^ j | l � � l | 0 � � 0 | = 0 (103) 
and 
(104) 
Therefore, if the measurement outcome is 1，we can conclude that must not be 
equal to \y/i) and we have 二 |吟〉.On the other hand, if the measurement 
outcome is 2, we can conclude that |的= \y/ i) . However, if the measurement 
outcome is 3, then we cannot tell whether | V^�is | y//) or | 吟〉.In conclusion, we can 
distinguish | is | or | y/i) but in a probabilistic way. 
1.3.6 Subsystems 
Suppose we have a joint system AB which contains two subsystems and they 
are system A and system B. A density matrix describes the state of the joint system, 
and we know the evolution of system AB can be described by a unitary transform by 
postulate 2. After some steps, we may be only interested in system A or by some 
other reasons; we only need to know the state of the system A. Let the states of 
system AB, A and B be p^^, p^ and p^ respectively. Then the reduced density 
matrix for system A can be gotten from p^® by a function trB{ ) called partial trace 
which is defined by 
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/ 尸 5 ( 厂 仙 ) = ( 105 ) 
where {|z>} is an orthonormal basis for the space of system B. Notice that 
trB ^  aa){bp |) = Z^ - (l (8) {i |)| aa){bp |(l ® | /)) (106) 
= Y^i\a){i\a){p\{){b\ (107) 
= (108) 
= (109) 
= {p\a)\a){b\, (110) 
which can speed up our calculations. Then system A is described by 
pA =trB[pAB), ( 111 ) 
Note that the trace of / / is one by the above definition because 
/r(p^) = ® ® |/〉)） (112) 
= ^ / ( Z y | j � � j | ® � / | ) " 1 Z ^ � k|®|/〉)） （113) 
= " ( S / ( i : y | j � � j , . 1 Z i t | k , i � � k | ) ) (114) 




= t r i p 仙) (118) 
=1. (119) 
If the state of a joint system can be represented by a density matrix in form of the 
right hand side of ( 90 ), then the state of the joint system excluding system 2 in ( 90 ) 
is described by 
tnip) = tnXP\® Pi® …® Pn) (120) 
= ® P2 � … ® A^XIl ③！ /^^〉®…®】"） (121 ) 
= Z/P1®�<2^|P2|<Z^�®�®AJ ( 122) 
= P \ ® P 2 ® - ' - ® P n . ( 123) 
The above expression can also be obtained directly by applying postulate 4’ to the 
subsystems excluding system 2. However, there are some states which cannot be 
expressed in form of ( 90 ) and some remarkable results can be deduced. Suppose 
the state of a system is 
—=知|00〉+丨11〉)’ (124) 
which is pure and is a well-known EPR state. Then the density matrix used to 
describe system AB is 
p = ^( |00) + |ll))((00| + (l l | ) (125) 
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= ~~00)(001 + 111)(001 + 100)(111 + 111)(111) ( 126 ) 
Then system A is described by 
= trBG ~oo)(ool + 111)(001 + 100)(111 + 111)(111)) ( 128) 
= ~ (( 01 0)1 0)( 01 + (11 0)11)(01 + (011)1 0)(11 + (111)11)(11) ( 131 ) 
2 
which is a mixed state. Therefore, although we have probability one to say the state 
of system AB is I fjI), we are not sure the state of subsystem A. The above example 
is not possible for classical states. . 
1.4 von N eumann Entropy 
As we have seen, the Shannon entropy function is used to measure the 
uncertainty contained in a system which is described by random variables. If our 
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system is now described in language of Quantum Mechanics, i.e., state of a system is 
described by a density matrix, then another definition of entropy is needed. One of 
the well-known definitions of entropy for quantum states is the von Neumann 
entropy which will be discussed in this section. Furthermore, we will talk about its 
applications and conditional entropy of quantum systems. 
1.4.1 Definition 
Suppose the state of a quantum system X is described by a density matrix p and 
we denote the entropy of system X as S{X) which can also be denoted as S(p). Von 
Neumann defined the entropy of system X in [ 11 ] as 
S(X) = S{p) = -tr{p\ogp). (133) 
Since p i s a Hermitian matrix, by spectral decomposition, we have 
P = (134) 
where A,, and | i/zi) are the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of p. Notice that {| 灼〉} is 
an orthonormal set. When we put ( 134 ) into ( 133 ), we have 
Sip) = -tr{Zi A/1 i//i){y/i I log(Zy Ay | y / j ) { y / j |)) (135 ) 
= | ) ) ( 136 ) 
=-化(Z/，y不.^og(Xj)\\j/i){y/i\y/j){ii/j |) (137) 
=-MZ/义/ 1) (138) 
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( 1 3 9 ) 
= -Z / / i / logA/ (140) 
= / / ( U / } ) . (141) 
The above representation is extremely useful to evaluate the von Neumann entropy. 
Consider a pure state = |州礼 by ( 141 )，we have S(p) = - l.log 1 = 0 which is 
the lower bound of S(yo). On the other hand, if p = ^ where I is a dxd identity 
matrix and the dimension of the system is d, then S(yo) = log d which is the upper 
bound of S(yo) for the same dimension of p. 
In Shannon's Information Theory, the states of a system are always 
distinguishable. However, this is only a special case in quantum mechanics. By 
restricting the states of a quantum system to be always orthonormal, they are always 
distinguishable. Suppose a system is described by a random variable X with 
probability px for X= x. In quantum mechanics, the dimension of the system space 
is equal to the size of the alphabet set of X and the system is described by a density 
matrix 
P = (142) 
where {|x)} is the basis of the system space. By ( 140 )’ the entropy of the system is 
S{p) = - i : i p i \ 0 g p i , (143) 
which is the same as Shannon's definition of entropy. 
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1.4.2 Applications of the von Neumann Entropy 
Analogous to Classical Information Theory, the von Neumann entropy of a 
source is related to quantum data compression theory. The quantum analogue of 
Shannon's noiseless coding theorem is Schumacher's theorem in [ 12 ] and [ 13 ]. 
Schumacher showed that for any quantum source with von Neumann entropy S(p), at 
least S(p) qubits must be used to represent each signal for a reliable communication 
by block codes. For variable length codes, the average code length must always be 
at least as great as the von Neumann entropy of the source [ 14 ]. Besides data 
compression, the von Neumann entropy is also related to the amount of information 
obtained in a measurement in [ 15 ]. 
1.4.3 Conditional Entropy 
The definition(s) of conditional entropy of quantum systems is not as simple as 
the classical conditional entropy, since we have conditional probability but not 
conditional density matrix. N. J. Cerf and C. Adami used quantum conditional 
operator in [ 16 ] to define conditional von Neumann entropy. Suppose we have 
two systems X and Y and the state of the joint system XY is Then the 
conditional von Neumann entropy defined in [ 17 ]，denoted by S(Y|X), is shown to 
be equivalent to 
^ ( y = ( 1 4 4 ) 
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which can be regarded as a one to one correspondence to ( 14 ) by replacing all the 
Shannon entropy functions by the von Neumann entropy functions. Also, they 
defined the mutual information as 
/(尤 Y) = S{X) + S{Y) — S(X, V), (145) 
which is a one to one correspondence to ( 16 ). 
However, the definition of conditional entropy in ( 144 ) have some 
unsatisfactory properties. We use the pure state in ( 124 ) as an example. Suppose 
we want to calculate the conditional entropy S(B|A). The reduced density matrix 
for system A is given in ( 132 ) and we have S(A) = 1 after applying ( 140 ). Then 
S(B|A) = S(AB) - S(A) = -1. This surprising result is due to the fact that the joint 
system AB is in a pure state while the sub-system A is in a mixed state. In other 
words, under the framework of quantum mechanics, we are allowed to have a 
sub-system whose entropy is greater than that of the joint system, which implies that 
conditional entropy can be negative. However, if conditional entropy is negative, it 
can neither be a measurement of uncertainty nor a fundamental limit in data 
compression problems. 
Some research works have been done to define a non-negative conditional 
entropy. Levitin defined conditional entropy based on projective measurements in 
[18 ]. Specifically, A projective measurement {Ph} for an observable fiis chosen to 
obtain the infimum of the equation 




is the post-measurement state of A after knowing that the state of system B is b. 
The Levitin conditional entropy is then given by 
= (148) 
P 
The above formulation can be interpreted as a generalization of ( 9 ) where p(x) is 
replaced by the probability for outcome b to occur, i.e., tr{Pbp^) and H(y \X= x) 
is replaced by the entropy of the post-measurement state of system A, i.e.，yO�l"=办. 
Therefore, ( 148 ) is the infimum of the average entropy of system A and which is 
always non-negative. 
1.5 Organization of The Thesis 
In this chapter, we have given the background knowledge of the subject. In 
Chapter 2, three different approaches to relate the Shannon entropy and the von 
Neumann entropy are introduced. In Chapter 3, we will first formulate a model to 
describe measurements which always produce pure states. Some basic properties of 
this model will be derived and the first relation between the Shannon entropy and the 
von Neumann entropy will be discussed. In Chapter 4, a mental measurement will 
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be used to relate the Shannon entropy and the von Neumann entropy. In Chapter 5, 
we give a physical interpretation of the von Neumann entropy of a density matrix 
being equal to the Shannon entropy of the probability distribution composed of the 
eigenvalues of the density matrix. Lastly, Chapter 6 contains the conclusion and a 




The Shannon entropy function plays an important role in Information Theory. 
On the other hand, the von Neumann entropy takes parts in a lot of applications like 
data compression and measurement in Quantum Information Theory. From ( 141 ), 
we can observe a relationship between the Shannon Entropy and the von Neumann 
entropy. However, is this the only relationship between them? In this thesis, we 
will examine their relation by three different approaches. In this chapter, we will 
first describe the three problems which lead to the three different approaches. 
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2.1 Measurements that Produce Pure 
States 
Let's consider the definition of the Shannon entropy in ( 2 ). One of the 
interpretations is the system is mapped to a state and probability distribution for the 
outcomes is used to evaluate the entropy of the system. If the system is mapped to 
some states which contain uncertainty, then we cannot obtain the exact value of 
entropy for the system. For example, suppose a random variable X has a 
distribution p(0) = 0.5, p(l) = 0.2 and p(2) = 0.3. If X is said to be in one of the two 
states: one state is equal to zero and another is greater than zero, then the distribution 
is {0.5, 0.5}. This is different from the distribution {0.5，0.2, 0.3} which is used to 
evaluate the entropy. Therefore, we should map the system to a state, which has no 
uncertainty, and use the probability distribution to evaluate the entropy of the system. 
This is the idea of removing uncertainty. 
In quantum physics, a state containing no uncertainty is called a pure state. 
Therefore, we need a measurement model which can always give us pure states as 
the post-measurement states. However, both general measurement and projective 
measurement do not have this property. 
Example 2.1 We have a projective measurement which contains measurement 
operators Mi = |0>(0| and M： = |1><1| + |2��2|. Note that M丨 and M2 are Hermitian 
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and I = M/M/ + M2M2. Besides, M,M, = M" M2M2 = M2 and M/M2 = 0. When the 
system state is 
( 149 ) 
we have 
PI = tr(MIP) ( 150 ) 
= tr(0.5\0)(0\1)(1\ + 0.5\0)(0\2)(2\) ( 151 ) 
=0 ( 152 ) 
and 
P2 = tr(M 2P) ( 153 ) 
= tr(0.5\1)(I\I)(I\ + 0.5\1)(1\2)(2\ + 0.5\2)(2\1)(1\ + 0.5\2)(2\2)(2\) ( 154 ) 
=tr(0.5\1)(I\+0+0+0.5\2)(2\) (155) 
= 0.5 + 0.5 = 1 . ( 156 ) 
Therefore, we have probability 1 to obtain the measurement outcome 2 and the 
post-measurement state of the system is 
M 2PM 2 = ~1)(1\ + \2)(2\XO.5~1)(1\ + \2)(2\)~1)(1\ + \2)(2\) ( 157) 
=0.5~1)(1\1)(1\+\1)(1\2)(2\+\2)(2\1)(1\+\2)(2\2)(2\~1)(1\+\2)(2\) (158) 
= 0.5~1)(1\+\2)(2\~1)(1\+\2)(2\) (159) 
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=0.5(11〉〈1| + 丨2〉〈2丨） ( 1 6 0 ) 
which is a mixed state. Therefore, projective measurement cannot guarantee the 
post-measurement state is pure. Since projective measurement is a special case of 
general measurement, we can claim that general measurement cannot guarantee the 
post-measurement state is pure too. The first task we are going to do is to formulate 
a measurement which can always produce pure states. And based on the above 
understanding of uncertainty, if a system is mapped to pure states and what 
properties will the Shannon entropy of the probability distribution have? 
2.2 The Shannon Entropy of a 
Quantum States 
The second task is to examine a question: Can we use the Shannon entropy 
function to evaluate the uncertainty contained in a quantum system? As we know, 
the Shannon's entropy function cannot be applied directly to a quantum state since it 
is designed to measure the uncertainty contained in a random variable instead of a 
quantum state. More precisely, the Shannon entropy function maps a probability 
distribution to a real value. According to the four postulates which we have 
mentioned in Chapter 1，measurement is the only way to obtain a probability 
distribution from a quantum state. Therefore, a set of measurement operators is 
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needed to connect the Shannon's entropy function and a quantum state. This 
measurement is called a mental measurement because it is used to obtain a 
probability distribution [yj] but it will not be implemented by an experiment. 
Suppose the system state is p and the measurement operators are {Mj). The state of 
the system after the measurement, known as the post-measurement state, is given by 
We require the mental measurement must satisfy the following two conditions: 
1. H({；1^  }) measures the entropy contained in p instead of 
2. H( {；;is unique 
We therefore propose that the mental measurement must satisfy the constraint p = p ' . 
However, this constraint alone is not enough when we consider the following 
example. 
Suppose the system state is 
'0.5 0 0 ‘ 
p = 0 0.4 0 . (162) 
、0 0 0人 
The measurement operators are general measurement and they are 
0 0 ^ 
0 0 ， (163) 
0 0 V o s V / 
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0 0 ‘ 
Ml = 0 0.5 0 (164) 
0 0 V / 
and 
0 0' 
M2 = 0 0 0 . (165) 
0 0 0 
V 
The completeness equation and the requirement p 二 p’ are satisfied. The 
eigenvalues of p, {A,}, are {0.5, 0.4, 0.1} while the measurement outcome 
distribution {yj} = {0.65, 0.25, 0.1}，so < H({A/}). Notice that the resulting 
states are not pure states in this example. However, we can have another 
measurement which consists of 
0 0' 
Mo = 0 0 0 , (166) 
lo 0 
'0 0 0' 
Ml = 0 1 0 (167) 
lo 0 oj 
and 
'0 0 0' 
M2 = 0 0 0 . ( 168) lo 0 
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Then the measurement outcome distribution is {A/}={0.5, 0.4，0.1}. Therefore, if a 
general measurement is used, the entropy of the measurement outcome distribution 
may not be unique. However, the entropy of a quantum state should be a unique 
value, which means that more constraint(s) is required to the mental measurement. 
We are motivated to ask a question: Is there any type of measurement that can give a 
unique value for the entropy of the measurement outcome distribution under the 
constraint p = p ' ? 
2.3 An Equivalent Density Matrix 
Obtained by Mixing Orthogonal 
States 
The third approach is to examine the relation between the Shannon entropy and 
the von Neumann entropy as defined in ( 141 ). Consider the spectral 
decomposition of a quantum state p in ( 134 ). Since p is positive, A, are 
non-negative for all i. Also, we have 




=Z/A/ . (172) 
Therefore, we can regard {义,.} as a probability distribution 
It is commonly known that the two definitions of entropy can be related by 
treating the eigenvalues of density matrix, {A,}, as a probability distribution. 
However, using this distribution may not be the only way to prepare the system as we 
have seen in Example 1.1 in Section 1.3.5. We want to find out further physical 
meaning for the equivalence in ( 141 ). 
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Chapter 3 
Pure Post-Measurement States 
(PPMS) Measurements 
3.1 Introduction 
In this section, we confine our discussion to sets of measurement operators {Mj} 
which always produce pure states from any quantum states. We will refer to this 
type of measurements as Pure Post-Measurement States (PPMS) measurements. 
This type of measurements processes some nice properties will lead to a new 
% 
interpretation of the von Neumann entropy. 
3.2 Definition of PPMS measurements 
The first interesting property of a PPMS measurement {Mj} is that for each j, Mj 
can always produce the same post-measurement state from any quantum state. This 
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can be seen as follows. 
Suppose Mj can always produce a pure post-measurement state. For a 
computational basis states { | /�}, let
Mj 11)(1 三 C( y / ( � � y / (173) 
Mj 12��2 三 C � y / { � � v /‘ (174) 
M y | / � � / | M ^ “ c / yyj^iwi^ (175) 
where [ ^ j y / j ^  = U i.e., y / j ] is normalized for all j and /. If we take trace on 
both sides, c j is the probability for measurement outcome j to occur when 
measuring the state |/) by ( 55 ), and the value of c j depends on the choice of the 
computational basis states {|/)}. Note that the normalized post-measurement state 
y/j�depends on the pre-measurement state |/> and the outcome j. Now suppose 
{Mj} is designed to measure a D-dimensional system and consider p = J/^，where I 
is the DxD identity matrix, so that 
M j p M t = M j Yj^Mtj (176) 
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= Z)-lZ/My|/)(/|M^ (177) 
= D~^-LICI V^ X ^ Y (178) 
On the other hand, since Mj can always produce a pure post-measurement state, we 
let 
M j p M t = d y / l^ l^l ’ (179) 
where y / � i s normalized and c / is the probability for measurement outcome j 
to occur when p is measured. Therefore, 
D-^Y.1 c j I y / j � ( ^ / 1 = c ! I y / l � ( ^ /1. (180) 
Suppose y/l^ is a vector in the E-dimensional Hilbert space and we let 
{|0i〉’|02�’.",|0£_l�} be a set such that { ^ 乂 . 〉 ， | 0 1 〉 ， | 0 2 〉 ， . " , | ^ > 五 - 1 � } forms a 
complete set of orthogonal vectors. Then we have 
2 2 i^-iE/c/�o 乂〉= ci (Ok I w) =0 (181) 
for all k G [1, E-1]. If c j =0，then y/f^ can be chosen as ” / � . Otherwise, 
since c j >0， �O众 y / j � m u s t be equal to 0，i.e., Y / � i s orthogonal to O众〉 
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for all I and k. Then 
/ \ 
wj) = I. ¥ { ) = A^k)ipkI + ¥i)Ul ¥ { ) = ny/i) (182) 
/ 丨 Vk I \ ) 丨 
for all / where 
n (183) 
is complex with | r, | = 1. Since 
M j I / � � / |MJ" ^ c j y / j � � � " •， (184) 
^ (185) 
where o j is a phase and i = . By ( 182 ) and ( 185 ), 
= y/i^ Ml (186) 
For an arbitrary density matrix p , it can always be expanded into 
p = Z/l,��|pZJM^hZ/;t«/*l,��"l (187) 
where {|/>} and {|A:>} are the same set of orthogonal basis we have used before. 
Therefore, the post-measurement state for outcome j to occur is 
MjPMt广 I L i k 叫 ( 1 8 8 ) 
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= 叫 n e -泊“识风 (189) 
Although the above post-measurement state has not been normalized, it does not 
affect the conclusion that if {Mj) can always produce pure states. Then the 
post-measurement pure states should be identical for the same j regardless of the 
states being measured. Furthermore, | y / l � | does not depend on the choice of the 
basis vectors {|/>} and {|A:>}. 
Suppose each Mj produces a corresponding normalized pure post-measurement 
state ij/ j � . Then we have 
M y | l � � l | M p c / | � � � �I (190) 
My|2)(2|Mt (191) 
Mj\l){l\Mt (192) 
where Cj is the probability that the measurement outcome is j given the state is 
By putting My| / ) = e 权 卜 》 ， 
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M j = M jY^j\l){l\ (193) 
= Z / e ' . ^ / J c / | � � � / I (194) 
= � �Z / e , � " ^ 扣 / � / I (195) 
= V 0 . � （196) 
w h e r e 、 ( ！ > � . Furthermore, (^i/zj Mj and (^(^j does not 
depend on the choice of {|/�} since and Mj do not. Thus we have proved the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 A Pure Post-measurement States (PPMS) measurement can be modeled 
by a set of measurement operators |My}= { } ‘ where Mj produces 
normalized pure states ” �f o r measurement outcome j. 
Note that the set {| …•�} and the set {| 么.�} are not necessarily orthogonal sets 
but { | w � } is taken to be a set of unit vectors. By spectral decomposition, we have 
p = X/义V/��V/ where A, and |v/> are eigenvalue and eigenvector of p respectively 
for all i. The probability for outcome j to occur is then given by 
Yj = tr�M 卞jM jP) = tr^(l)j){(l>j (197) 
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= {(l>j\p\(t>j) (198) 
= (199) 
= 2:/2/|�v/|<z^y�|2 (200) 
The model of a PPMS measurement can be summarized in Fig. 3.1 where 
measurement outcome j occurs with probability yj. 
.、少 I約〉 
\ 
Fig. 3.1 A measurement that produces pure post-measurement states. 
3.3 Properties of PPMS Measurement 
In this section, the properties of PPMS measurements will be discussed. These 
properties will lead us to know PPMS measurement is closely related to the 
understanding of entropy in a quantum state. 
Lemma 3.2 For a PPMS measurement = \ w])�(!>j } , let the cardinality of the 
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set [Mj] be J, and let this measurement be designed to measure a D-dimensional 
system, i.e.,於乂.〉is a vector in the D-dimensional Hilbert space. Then we have 
(/>i)<\ V/ and J > D. Also, the following three conditions are equivalent: 
i ) 諫 〉 = 1 V/， 
ii) { | � y � } forms an orthonormal set and 
iii) J = D. 
Proof: By the completeness equation, we have 
I = ^ j M ' ^ j M j (201) 
=1：脚 j W i M (202) 
= (203) 
= 1 ： / 7 | 哪 | ’ （204) 
where cj = {(/>j (/>j)>0 and 石y�= such that〈万y = 1 . We now prove 
that < 1 V/. From the above, for any fixed /, we consider 
I = Z / � . | ? y � � ? y | ( 205 ) 
I - C / | « ^ . �= 〈？y|’ （206) 
where Y^j-j^iCj is positive semi-defmite. Then 
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• 〈买 内巧1 ?》〈对丨•。， （ 207 ) 
where equality holds iff 卢 i s orthogonal to 於y�V/ i . Since 
{？i I (E力•沟巧�〈？y 1)1^ -)=〈兵 I (I - c靴;i p �= 1-Ci’ (208 ) 
we have 
l - q > 0. (209) 
By putting C/ =〈卢於,�，we have 
{(/>i\(^i)<h (210) 
where equality holds iff 丞 .�is orthogonal to 石y�V/" ^ i , or |也 .�is orthogonal 
to 功y� y / 本 i . Since this holds for all 
�(l>i\(l>f}<\ \ / i , (211) 
where equality holds iff |於〉is orthogonal to 於力 V/ ^ i , or |么〉} forms an 
orthogonal set. Thus i) is equivalent ii). Now, we are going to show J > D. By 
( 2 0 3 )，I = Zy = 1 (pj彻j ’ where I is a DxD matrix since is a vector in the 
D-dimensional Hilbert space. By considering the rank of both sides, we see that J > 
D. Before we complete the proof of the theorem, what remains to be shown is that 
I办.�} forms an orthogonal set iff J = D，i.e., ii) is equivalent to iii). If J = D, by 
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I = ，I ^y)}forms an orthonormal set a n d � � � � = 1 for all j . On the 
other hand, if | ^y)} forms an orthogonal set, then by I = ，we have 
J = D. Hence ii) is equivalent to iii), and the theorem is proved. • 
Theorem 3.3 Let the state of the system be p with eigenvectors {|v/>} and 
eigenvalues {A/} and let [Mj} = | Wj){(l>j } be a set of PPMS measurement, where 
、{！/j y/j^ = 1 (cf. Theorem 3.1). Then y j = tr{M'^jMjP) < max/1 -^ with equality i 
if、(！)j (t>j) = ^ and is an eigenvector of p corresponding to the eigenvalue 
max A/ • 
i 
Proof: Let ？^ = max A/. Then considering a fixedy, we have i 




^ (max/ Xi)Yk{vk\(t>j){(l>j | v "� (216) 
= (max,./l/)^^zi/� (217) 
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< (max -^ ；ij (218) 
To simplify notation, let AQ = max/ A/. We will prove that 
tr{M'^jMjP) = Aq (219) 
iff 
= ^ ( 220) 
and 
(221) 
Now we see from the above that ( 219 ) holds iff equality holds in ( 216 ) and ( 218 ) 
simultaneously. 
We first show that ( 219 ) implies ( 220 ) and ( 221 )• Assume that ( 219 ) 
holds, i.e., ( 216 ) and ( 218 ) hold simultaneously. Note that equality in ( 218 ) is 
equivalent to ( 220 ). Since ( 218 ) holds, by letting =�v众(/>��，we have 
P / > 0 and 
• 2 
I^k H = U {^k 卜 y � = 卜 y �二 � �h = 1. (222 ) 
So I is a probability distribution. Then by equality in ( 216 ), for all k, either 
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= Xo or Pji = 0，where the latter is equivalent to (vj^ ^z^y�= 0. Since 
伞 i ) = • k似”—人• j ) W � (223) 
a n d � V众 = ^ f o r a l l k s . t . A-k ^^ A.o, 
= (224) 
where S = = XQ\. Then 
/ \ 
= 1：义/丨咖|� S“办卜 y � W ) ( 2 2 5 ) 
V i / 
= ( 226) 
= (227 ) 
= S)te«sAo�Vit|^2^y�h� ( 228 ) 
= ^</>j)- (229 ) 
Therefore, we have shown that if tr{M'^-MjP) = max/1 -^, then {<f>j (pj^  = 1 and i 
( j ) �i s an eigenvector of p corresponding to the eigenvalue max X.. 
We now assume that、(！)j = l and \(pj) is an eigenvector of p 
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corresponding to the eigenvalue max � .T h e n i 
tt\M 卞jM jP) (230) 
=,r�中 j y^j p] (231) 
= t r [ j ) j � j p ) ( 232 ) 
F // � V\ 
=tr (j)j�max〈於y ( 233 ) V Vv i J J) 
=max �、(！)j (j)j� ( 234 ) 
=max X^  ( 235 ) i 
Thus, for ally, TR{M'^MJP) < m a x � with equality if、(！)J = 1 and 冷】、is an i 
eigenvector of p corresponding to the eigenvalue max A,. • i 
Theorem 3.4 For a PPMS measurement {M;}= | }，Yj = tr{M'^-MjP) 
vanishes iff 0 is an eigenvalue of p and is an eigenvector of p corresponding to 
the eigenvalue 0. 
Proof: For a particular y, if |於〉is the zero vector, then the theorem is degenerate 
because the probability for measurement outcome j to occur is always zero for all 
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density matrix. By removing this measurement operator from the set {Mj], the 
completeness equation ( 52 ) will continue to be held because 
M^Mj = I 於 y � � � . I y/j){(l)j I = \(l)j){(t>j 1 = 0 . (236) 
Therefore, we only have to consider not equal to the zero vector. 
From ( 200 ), we have 
2 
r j = HMtMjp) = iLk h ( 2 3 7 ) 
where each term is non-negative and hence tr�M卞jMjp) > 0 . Assume that 
tr(M^jMjP) = 0 . Since �v众冷】、cannot be 0 for all k, otherwise 
(l)j�= lLk\vk�{^k ^j) is a zero-vector, by letting S =�k\{^j^ we have 
；I众=0 for A: G S. Since 
p\(t>j) = i:kh\n)[n\<l>j) (238) 
=U \<l>j)^U ^ sh\n){n\(l>j) (239) 
=0 + 0 (240) 
=0， (241) 
we have p^z>y�= 0.伞』、,i.e., ( p j � i s an eigenvector of p corresponding to the 
eigenvalue 0. 
Conversely, if 中』、is an eigenvector of p corresponding to the eigenvalue 0， 
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then 
tr{M'^jMjp) = 伞j){(f>j pj= (j)j){(/)j . 0)= 0 . (242) 
The theorem is proved. • 
An important theorem about projective measurements which will be used for 
proving fundamental property of PPMS measurements is stated here. 
Theorem 3.5 (Projective measurements increase entropy) Suppose {P/} is a 
complete set of orthogonal projectors and p is a density matrix of a system. Before 
the measurement outcome is disclosed, the entropy of the post-measurement state, p', 
of the system is greater than or equal to the original entropy, i.e., S{p') > S(p), with 
equality if and only i f p ' = p. 
Corollary 3.6 Suppose {Pj} is a projective measurement in the form {Pj = \(pj){(pj\} 
where {\(Pj)] forms an orthonormal set. Let the system state be p with eigenvalues 
{/I/} and let the measurement outcomes probability distribution by operators {P；} be 
{Yj). Let the post-measurement state of the system before the measurement 
outcome is disclosed be p'. Then H({^}) > H({A/}) and the following three 
conditions are equivalent: 
i) H({;i^}) = H({;i,}), 
ii) P , = A 
iii) {| 灼〉} is the set of eigenvectors of p. 
Proof: Since PiPj = Si.jPi so {|灼〉} forms an orthonormal set of vectors, and therefore 
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P' = l L j \ ' P j j \P\中jj I (243 ) 
= !E/>/k.�〈炉 y | (244) 
Since {|<;Py�} is an orthonormal set of vectors, they are the eigenvectors of and {yj) 
are the eigenvalues. By the property of the von Neumann entropy, S(p') = 
and S(p) = H({A/}). By Theorem 3.5，H({�}) > H({/1/}) with equality if and only if 
p' = p. Therefore, we have shown > and condition i) and ii) are 
equivalent. By ( 244 ), if p' = p, then is a set of eigenvectors of p. On the 
other hand, if condition iii) is true, condition ii) follows directly. Therefore, 
condition ii) and iii) are equivalent. • 
Theorem 3.7 For a PPMS measurement {My}= | | } w i t h � y / j \ y / j � = \ 
(cf. Theorem 3.1), let the probability distribution of the measurement outcomes be 
{YJ). Then the entropy of the measurement outcomes distribution is greater than or 
equal to the von Neumann entropy of the system state p, i.e., > S(p), with 
equality iff | 勿〉is an eigenvector of p for all j and〈為 „ = for all m and n 
such that Ym > 0 and yn > 0. 
Proof: Throughout this proof, we choose {|F/)} as the computational basis, so that 
0 ... 0 一 
0 ： P= . . . . • ( 245 ) : 0 
_0 … 0 ；I/) 
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Then the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of p are [Xi] and {|F/>} respectively, and it 
follows that 
{^j I = i f ^ Mj\yi){yi I = 1 ， (246) 
where aj =〈於 y F / �f o r all j and /• By the completeness equation, we have 
\ = i:jMtM j (247) 
喝仏.〉〈〜卜急| (248) 
= 1 ： 入 僅 ” \ (249) 
f t \ 
= Z y S/�a/.)丨厂 /��Z⑷厂众 I) (250) 
V y 
= i:i ,kT.j[ai]ai\Vi){V,\ (251) 
Since (v^ I 厂v �二�v 如 two distinct integers // and v, from ( 251 ), we have 
�V = � �\ \ \ V v ) = 2：/，* S,.(«/)«/��“\vi){vk\Vv) ( 252 ) V / 





l y aj =\ \fl ( 255 ) 
and 
I f . \ . 
S y aj foxl^k. (256) 
From ( 200 )，we see that the probability for measurement outcome j to occur is 
rj=I. i^i \{vi \ ( t>jf ( 257 ) 
.2 
a j . ( 258 ) 
Now we let aj be the (/, i f element of a JxD matrix A, such that 
" ( A 1 「〈厂 1 1 卜 i i 4 …4)][〈厂1 _ 
〈於 2 "〈厂 2 = a ^ . . . 4〈厂 2 ( 2 5 9 ) 
• • • • • * ^ 
争 • • . . • • • • . . • 
> j u l〈厂』y 4…“染DI-
(cf. ( 246 )). Let {/；} and {Vd] be the rows and columns of A respectively, i.e., 
“ 1 I 1 1 r 一 
a^ • • • ^ D ... aj) "2 f 1 
A= . = . ••‘ ^DI (260) 
• • • : • • • j^i 4 … 
where {Vd} is an orthonormal set (cf. ( 255 ) and ( 256 )) but [jdj] is not necessarily 
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so. Since there are D orthonormal vectors {Vd] which are vectors in the 
J-dimensional Hilbert space, there exists (J-D) orthonormal column vectors {vb+/, 
Vj] such that {Vd, 1 < d < J} forms a complete orthonormal set. Then we can 
construct the JxJ matrix 
4 4 … 斗 1 ) + 1… “ ! / 
2 2 2 2 •. “ D � D + 1 … a j � ~ "I
\ * • • 〜 
〜 r 1 A = ： ... ； =[V\ V2 ... Vj\= : ，(261) 
！ * • • 〜 
th � where jUj denotes the j row vectors of A . Since 
Y 
A^A = 2 |yi V2 … V j J = I， (262) 
A is unitary. Moreover, it follows from ( 261 ) and A is unitary that 
—rs^  — 
对 - f i l … - f i ] =X?卞=1. ( 263 ) 
• U —I 
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Thus we see that also forms an orthonormal set, i.e., 
. 2 
1 aj =\ \ f j (264) 
and 
/ V 
1 a-j = 0 for ( 265 ) 
Since | forms a complete orthonormal set, a set of projective measurement can 
be formulated as Now, expand 
0 ... 0 _ 
0 义 2 . . : 
p = (266) : . . . . 0 • • • V 
0 … 0 /i^ 
to the JxJ matrix 
「义1 _ 
A, 0 




If p is measured by a projective measurement by ( 88 )，the probability 
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of measurement outcome j is given by 
(1 3 9 ) 
= tr[(jlj']fljp^ ( 269 ) 




2 沟 卞 = ( 巧 ) ’ … （ 巧 ) ' ] (272 ) 
• 〜 〜 — 
= " � ( M … � ' ] (273) • L -
「 / \ — � 〜 / 〜 \ � 〜 、 ' 〜 〜 〜 
� �I Y � � V � �I ] [ 
... ^iP^j) 
= {21 A) 
• • • • • • • • • * « • 
( �Y � �(r^ V 〜 〜I 〜 I 
where in ApA \ the f ^ diagonal element is equal to f j , the probability of outcome 
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j when the state p is measured by the projective measurement ^wyj. By 
repeating the steps from ( 268 ) to ( 271 ) and from ( 272 ) to ( 274 ) without the 
tildes, we also see that thef^ diagonal element of ApA^ is equal to yj, the probability 
of outcome j when the state p is measured by the PPMS measurement | W ]){<!>j }. 
Now by letting A = \A 丨 5]，we have 
〜 ^ P 丨 O l 卞 ApA^ =\A B \ (275 ) lo丨0�_5卞_ 
l ^ t " 
=Ap 0 (276) 
= ApA^, {111) 
Therefore, the f " diagonal element of ApA^ is also equal to yj. As a consequence, 
the measurement operators | y/j){(l)j } and { � ) � � � • } give the same measurement 
distribution {^j}. Since } is a projective measurement and the set of 
positive eigenvalues of p is {/I,}, > H({A/}) by Corollary 3.6. Thus we 
have proved that H({；> S(p). 
It remains to prove the condition for H({；i^}) = S(p). In the following, we first 
show that = S(p) implies |粉 is an eigenvector of p for all j. If = 
S(p), then H({^}) = S(p) = H({A/}). In Corollary 3.6, let Pj be and let p 
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be p, l^y I is a set of eigenvectors of p and for all j, we have 
r j ' f i j = T^jP ( 278 ) 
1— I —I I 
I i 
P I 0 
- j . : 
= . . . 4 1 . . .引 I ( 279 ) "l" 
I i 
I 
0 丨 0 I ！ 
i 
"r . -1 I _ 
=a{ a{ ••• a-^j^ • p\ 0 ( 2 8 0 ) —1 • -
_ 0 • • • 0 1 I 一 
� -, 0 i i 
= � / a { … a � D • , , . ：丨 0 (281) 
• • • ( ) « 
» 一 • • • ： i 
0 … 0 ；I乃I 
= … X ^ J j ^ ! 0 ••• 0 . (282) 
— — 
On the other hand, by expanding the left hand side of ( 278 ), we have 
O 只 y ” y | V ... “D 4 + 1 ... (283) 
_ � 
By comparing the leftmost D elements on the right hand sides of ( 282 ) and ( 283 ), 
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we have 
Yj aj = X^ aj \ f j and I e [\,D]. (284) 
Here, the above equation means / j = ；I! that if aj > 0 , but A/ and yj are not 
necessarily equal if aj = 0 . Since 义/ and yj are real for all I andy, by taking complex 
conjugate on the both sides, we have 
t t 
r j \ a j j = [^ a/ J yj and I ^ ( 285 ) 
Now for ally, from ( 246 )’ we have 
T 
= j p\Vi) (286) 
f 
= • / � (287 ) 
f 
= ^ P = i y ] r j \ V i ) ( 288 ) 
”,.1：尸二1 � | K , � (289 ) 
= r M j ) - (290) 
Therefore, H({；= S(p) implies that \(f>j) is an eigenvector of p for all j. Now, we 
consider two integers m and n such that /,„ > 0 and y,, > 0. By ( 278 ) through ( 282 ) 
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and ( 284 ), we have 
... XoCl^ 0 ... oj (291) 
= v r … V ：^ 0 … 0 ] . (292) 
Dividing on both sides, we obtain 
Jim = ... ^D 0 … 0 . (293 ) 
Since forms an orthonormal set, we have 
" k v " 
(^y 
� 4 ' … “ S 0 … ( 2 9 4 ) 
0 
_ 0 
= ( 295 ) 
Therefore, by ( 246 ), 
{K k)' 1 � = 1 < t f ) ' = � ’ " • (296) 
Thus we have shown if H({；^}) = S(p)，then | 勿〉is an eigenvector of p for all j and 
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� = ^m, n for all m and n such that y„, > 0 and Yn > 0. 
To prove the converse, we let S = [k\yj^ > 0} and assume that | 粉 is an 
eigenvector of p for all j and {^(j)爪\(l>n) = for all m, n e S. For all j, let the 
eigenvalues for | 勿〉be rjj. Then 
7]j (1)^1 = p ( 297 ) 
" A . h � = � � y | " h � � 8 ) 
= (299) 
where the last equality follows from ( 198 ). If yj > 0, then r j �= y j since 
i ^ j (p^j = 1 . On the other hand, if ” = 0, since l ^ j > 0 , we have 
r j j = = 0 . Therefore the eigenvalues for | 粉 is yj. Now consider 
p = p'Y ( 300) 
= (301) 
= i:jp\(t>j)[^j\ (302 ) 
= i:jyj\(t>j)[^j\ ( 303 ) 
= l y E l + S y e SC ？O . k . � �I (304) 
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= r M j ) { ^ j [ ( 305 ) 
Therefore, the eigenvectors of p are with eigenvalues {； a n d we have S(yo) 
= H ( {；^.}). Thus we have proved that S(p) = H( {yj}) if |於〉is an eigenvector of p for 
all j and、(！(f>n) - ^ m , n for all m and n such that Y m � 0 and 外 > 0. 
• 
The idea of the above proof is based on the idea of the purification picture 
which can be found in section 3.1.4 of [ 10 ]. In Theorem 3.7，the condition for 
equality is rather complicated compared with the corresponding conditions in 
Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.6. Surprisingly, the equality in Theorem 3.7, i.e., 
H ( {； = S(p), cannot imply or be implied by p = p\ Here, H ( {； = H({；I/}) does 
not imply p' = p because the choice of {| v^)} is arbitrary. This can be seen by the 
following example. 
Example 3.8 Let | 约〉be equal to | y/) for all j. Then the PPMS measurement will 
become \ M j } = || y/){(l>j } • By ( 161 ), we have 
P' = l l j M j p M 卞j ( 3 0 6 ) 
= Z / k � < y y | " k y � � H (307) 
= ( Z _ / � 4 k . � ) k � � H (308) 
= Z / ~ / j k � � H (309) 
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= V^��H， (310) 
where ( 309 ) follows from ( 198 ). Therefore, Sip') = 0 no matter what {Mj] and 
p are. On the other hand, the following example shows if p ' = p and the 
post-measurement states are pure, H({^}) may not be equal to S(p). 
^ , , 「0.7621 0.4233] 」， ，，「0.2963 -0.5582] Example 3.9 Let p = and let Mo = ， 0.4233 0.2379 0 0 L J L _ 
“0.1728 -0.33551 」，，「0.7745 0.40371 M\ = and Mo = . Then it can be readily 1 -0.3099 0.6018 0.4318 0.2251 � 
verified that p" = p, but SGo) = 0.0217 while H({^}) = 0.0313. 
3.4 An Alternative Definition of von 
Neumann entropy in terms of PPMS 
Measurements 
On the one hand, Theorem 3.7 says that the measurement outcome distribution 
{Yi) must satisfy H({；> S(p) for all PPMS measurements. Thus we are 
motivated to propose the following alternative definition of the von Neumann 
entropy of a quantum state in terms of PPMS measurements. 
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Definition 3.10 Let {yj] be a PPMS measurement outcome distribution. The von 




Mental Measurement of a Quantum 
State 
4.1 Introduction 
If Shannon's entropy function is applied to a quantum state, a probability 
distribution must first be extracted from the quantum state and this can only be done 
by a measurement. Therefore, a measurement is needed to connect Shannon's 
entropy function and a quantum state. In section 2.2, we have seen the above work 
can be done by a mental measurement and the motivation for the mental 
measurement to satisfy the constraint p = p' has been discussed. However, we have 
shown that this constraint is not enough for our mental measurement and we have 
left a question: Is there any type of measurement which can give a unique value for 
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the entropy of the measurement outcome distribution under the constraint p = p '? 
In this chapter, we are going to answer this question by considering a mental 
measurement that is either projective or PPMS to see which type can give us a 
unique entropy value for a measurement outcome distribution. 
At the beginning of this chapter, we will prove that projective measurement can 
be expressed in a convenient form for our discussion. Then we will define 
projective PPMS measurement which is both a projective and PPMS measurement. 
If we confine the mental measurement to be a projective PPMS measurement and 
under the constraint = p, a unique measurement outcome distribution can be 
obtained whose Shannon's entropy is equal to the von Neumann entropy of the state 
being measured. At last, we will show how to find a measurement which can 
satisfy the above constraints. 
4.2 An Alternative Definition of a 
Projective Measurement 
Although the definition of projective measurement from ( 61 ) and ( 62 ) is 
simple, the following theorem gives us a more convenient way to model projective 
measurement and it is also useful for the discussions in this chapter. 
Theorem 4.1 For a set of projective measurement operators {Mj}, each can be 
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modeled by M j i eSJ where forms a complete set of 
orthonormal vectors and S) is a set of integers. 
Proof: Since Mj are Hermitian operators for all j’ by spectral decomposition of a 
Hermitian operator, we have 
= M/， (311) 
where are the eigenvalues of Mj and forms an orthonormal set for 
l e S j . Here, S � i s defined in a way that Xj 关 0 for / e S �. B y ( 62 ) and for 
all j, we have, 
M j = M j M j (312) 
= 1 / € s j e s J |1 (313) V / V / 
= U l e S j I ^ k e S J \ h ) { h I ( 3 1 4 ) 
( . n 2 
= (315) 
\ / 
Let ju eS-^ . By considering (315)， 
( 2 � 
⑷ 似 y k " � =� S / e s ~ ^ . � V ) \ h % \ k " � (316) 
V 
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/ . \ \ / ( ( ) 
[ j ^ l ^ s j = S / e^S"^lA/ jk /��<M 中二 (317) 
V / 
S / E SJ 卜 / � � = S / E SJ � �h 〉|2 ( 318 ) 
1 / E SJ 义 / |V/|2 = S / e SJ � 2|〜，/|2 ( 3 1 9 ) 
V J 
. ( . V ^ji = W [ ' ( 320 ) 
• • we have Xjj = 1 since Xj^  . Hence, by ( 311 ), 
M j = i : i � j 咖麗 y / (321) 
= V , (322 ) 
Since for a fixedy, forms an orthonormal set for I eS-^, we let 勿〉} be the 
basis of a subspace rjj. For a fixed b, forms an orthonormal set for k e 
we let {I 办〉} be the basis of a subspace r/b. By considering a pair of integers j and 
b, where j 本 b, we have 
0 = M JMB ( 323 ) 
= e ( 324) 
= (117) 
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For ju e S � a n d v e , we have 
= 1 ( 2 ： / e SJ I k e Sb\h){h\h){h \)\^v) ( 3 2 6 ) 
0 = ZleSJ ^keS^ {^ ju \ h y \ h I^ Z^� ( 327 ) 
0 = UleSj ^keS^ SjujSk,v{(pl |办〉 (328 ) 
= � ( 3 2 9 ) 
Therefore, the subspaces r/ j and rj b are orthogonal if J ^ b and {外〉} forms an 
orthonormal set. Now, by ( 52 ), 
1 = Y.jMJMj ( 330 ) 
= 'Z jMjMj (331) 
= ( 332 ) 
= (333) 
= ( 334 ) 
Thus, we can see forms a complete set of orthonormal vectors and Theorem 
4.1 is proved. 
• 
Lemma 4.2 Suppose \MJ = Z/ • / ^  终〉〈^/^ } i s a projective measurement. Let 
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the cardinality of the set {Mj} be J and let the measurement, {Mj}, measures a 
D-dimensional system, i.e. |於,�is a vector in the D-dimensional Hilbert space for 
all I. Then we have D > J. If J = D, {^y where {|於�} forms a 
complete orthonormal set. 
Proof: By ( 334 ), we have 
\ 二 i M l Y M � ( 335 ) 
where I is a DxD identity matrix because 於,�} is a vector in the D-dimensional 
Hilbert space for all I. On the other hand, by considering the rank on both sides in 
(333 )，we have 
D 二 Z 7 . I 外 =人 (336 ) 
i.e., D is greater than or equal to J. If D = J, must be equal to 1 for all j. 
Therefore, by Theorem 4.1, we have |My}= } where { � � } forms a 
complete orthonormal set. 
• 
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4.3 Characteristics of a Projective 
PPMS Measurement 
We have seen that the general measurement in Postulate 3 contains two special 
types: PPMS measurement and projective measurement. These two types are not 
mutually independent and there exist some measurements which belong to both of 
them. For that projective measurement, giving pure post-measurement state in Fig. 
4.1, is called Projective PPMS Measurement and its description is shown in the 
following theorem. 
General Measurement 
\ '^--tL^J Proj ecti ve Measurement 
PPMS M e a S u r e m e n t ^ v ^  
""'^Wojective PPMS Measurement 
Fig. 4.1 Different types of measurements 
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Theorem 4.3 A Projective PPMS Measurement can be modeled by a set of 
measurement o p e r a t o r s � M j � = � y / j � � y / j � w h e r e [ w j ^ forms a complete 
orthonormal set and the cardinality of [M J } is equal to the dimension of the space 
containing ij/j�，i.e., J = D. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.2, we know that J > D for a PPMS measurement. Meanwhile, 
by Lemma 4.2，we know that J < D for a projective measurement. Then, we have J 
= D for a projective PPMS measurement. Therefore, by Lemma 4.2，we have 
•:My}= I y / j � { y j | where | y/jJ^ forms a complete orthonormal set. • 
There is a close relation between the Projective PPMS Measurement and 
eigenvalues of a density matrix p, which will be shown in the following corollary. 
Theorem 4.4 For any density matrix p, there must exist a Projective PPMS 
Measurement which measurement outcome distribution {-j^ }, is equal to the set of 
eigenvalues of p. The Shannon entropy of the measurement outcome is equal to the 
von Neumann entropy of p. The post-measurement state before outcome is 
disclosed is equal to p. 
Proof: By spectral decomposition, p = 1 where A/ and | 的〉are the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of p respectively for all i. Let |My} = { j } be 
a projective PPMS measurement where | forms a complete orthonormal set (cf. 
Theorem 4.3). By ( 88 )， 
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Yj = j P ] ( 337 ) 
=一〜〉〈〜圳….〉〈約.1) ( 338 ) 
= ( 339 ) 
= (340) 
= (341 ) 
Therefore, the measurement outcome distribution is equal to the set of eigenvalues of 
p. By ( 141 ), S(p) = H({Ay}) = i.e., the Shannon entropy of the 
measurement outcome is equal to the von Neumann entropy of p. Now, let the 
post-measurement state before outcome is disclosed be p\ By ( 161 ), we have 
p' = Z y ^ y ^ M (342) 
= Z y (343) 
= Z , y k y � � � | (344) 
= I / A y | � � ( y y | ( 345 ) 
= p (346 ) 
• 
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4.4 The Choice of the Mental 
Measurement 
We can interpret Theorem 4.4 as there must exist a projective measurement, and 
a PPMS measurement, such that = S(p). However, in Example 3.9, we have 
seen if a PPMS measurement is used and p ' = p, then H({；}^) may not be equal to 
S(p). Therefore, for PPMS measurements, the Shannon entropy of the 
measurement outcome distribution does not give a unique value under the constraint 
= p. Same situation appears if projective measurements are used instead of 
PPMS measurements. We now consider the following example. 
Example 4.5 Considering a projective measurement with Mi = | 0 � � 0 | + | l��l|， 
M2 =|2)(2| and M3=|3)(3 | , i f 
P = y ^ = 0.25(10��01 +11��11 +12��21 +13��31) (347) 
then p ' = pbu t H({^})= 1.5 while S(p) = H({A/}) = 2. 
Therefore, if the mental measurement is confined to be Projective measurements or 
PPMS measurements, then the Shannon entropy of the measurement outcome 
distribution is not unique under the constraint p' = p. However, the following 
theorem shows that a unique value can be obtained if the mental measurement is 
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confined to be a Projective PPMS measurement. 
Theorem 4.6 For a projective PPMS measurement {Mj}, if it preserves the system 
state before measurement outcome is disclosed, i.e., p" = p, the measurement 
outcome distribution must be same as the set of eigenvalues of p. 
Proof: Let } = j } where { � � } forms a complete orthonormal set (cf. 
Theorem 4.3). By ( 161 )，the post-measurement state is given by 
p' = YjjYj W j )(yj where yj is the probability for outcome j to occur. If p' = p, 
then I � � } are eigenvectors of p because 
PWk) = P'Wk) (348 ) 
= S y 7 y | " � � V 0如〉 (349) 
= (350 ) 
= 叙 丫 (351) 
Therefore, {yj} is a set of eigenvalues of p. 
• 
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4.5 An Alternative Definition of von 
Neumann Entropy by Means of a 
Mental Measurement 
By Theorem 4.6, entropy of measurement outcome distribution {yj} must satisfy 
H({；= S(yo) for all Projective PPMS measurement under the constraint = p. 
Thus we are motivated to propose the following alternative definition of the von 
Neumann entropy of a quantum state based on mental measurement. 
Definition 4.7 Let {yj} be a Projective PPMS measurement outcome distribution, 
where the Projective PPMS measurement preserves the system state before 
measurement outcome is disclosed, i.e., p’ = p. The von Neumann entropy of a 
quantum state is defined as H( {;；}}). 
4.6 Construction of the Mental 
Measurement 
Before we end this chapter, we would like to talk more about the structure in Fig. 
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4.1. Besides, the method used to find a measurement satisfying Definition 4.7 will 
be shown after the following definition. 
Definition 4.8 An Eigenvector Measurement, {Mj}, is defined as My =厂y��Fy.， 
where {|)^>} is the set of eigenvectors of the state being measured which is a 
complete orthonormal set. Then number of measurement operators is equal to 
dimension of p. 
By Theorem 4.3, Eigenvector measurement is a kind of projective PPMS 
measurement. In fact, from the proof of Theorem 4.4，[Mj] is chosen as an 
Eigenvector measurement. By following the steps from ( 337 ) to ( 341 )，the 
outcome distribution of an Eigenvector measurement is equal to the set of 
eigenvalues of p. The following theorem shows the most important property of 
Eigenvector Measurement. 
Theorem 4.9 The Eigenvector Measurement {Mj] is the only projective 
measurement that can produce a distribution which is same as a state's eigenvalues. 
Proof: Let the set of eigenvalues of state p be {；I/} which is sorted in descending 
order and the set of eigenvectors be {|v/>}. Suppose [Mj] is a projective 
measurement sorted in a way that the measurement outcome distribution {yj] and {A,} 
are sorted in the same order. Since {义/} = {yj), we have D 二 J and we let 
M J = (j)j��(j)j where forms a complete set of orthonormal vectors (cf. 
Lemma 4.2). In other words, {Mj) is a Projective PPMS measurement by Theorem 
4.3. The proof will be completed when {|於〉} is shown to be the set of eigenvectors 
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of p. 
Suppose the first m eigenvalues of p are equal to 入 o. For j E [0, m-1], we have 
tr{M^jMjp) = tr ( / > j p =又q and is a linear combination of {|vo), |v/>, 
|v,„./)} with = 1 by the equality part in Theorem 3.3. Therefore, {| 办〉} for j g 
[0, m-1] forms a basis of the subspace spanned by {|v/>} for j e [0，m-1], such that 
{|v/>} for j G [0，m-1] can be expressed as a linear combination of | 办〉’…， 
I么卜/�}. Then vector \(j)„) must be orthogonal to any |vo>, |v/〉，...，|v,„.2> and |v,„"〉， 
because is orthogonal to all | 於〉for j g [0, m-1]. Then by (214) , we have 
Ym = f^(^t^mP) = I f = o^ki^k (352) 
= (353) 
= (354) 
= Z f = , „ A “ V , | M » , � ( 355 ). 
Since A”！ = ？， w e have 
A " z = S f = , A � v , | M > " J v , � . （ 356 ) 
Here, ；I爪 > A. for i e [m, D]. Consider a density matrix 
a = Z f = ” , l A , | v , � � v々|， （357) 
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where a = X f =…入紀 such that tr(a) = 1. Note that the largest eigenvalue of a 
is 饥 and assume there are n eigenvalues equal to a~ ^A.^ . By ( 356 ) 
( 358 ) 
= m a — \ 4 M m h y ^ � I ] ( 359 ) 
= ^ { K ^ m = I) (360) 
(十 \ =tr M'^M^G . (361) V y 
Hence, for j e [m, m+n-1], we have tr{M^Mj(7) = tr^ ^ = and 
is a linear combination of {|v,„〉，|v,„+/), ...，|v„,+,,"�} by the equality part in 
Theorem 3.3. By repeating the above argument, we can conclude that {|办〉} is the 
set of eigenvectors of p. 
• 
However, we need to clarify what is the meaning of “the distribution is exactly 
the same as a state's eigenvalues". For example, let 
"0.5 0 0 0" 
0 0.25 0 0 =0.5 0〉〈0 +0.251〉〈1 +0.25 2〉〈2 . (362) 
" 0 0 0.25 0 丨\ 
_ 0 0 0 0 
If a measurement can produce a distribution with the state's eigenvalues, {Xj), i.e., {yj] 
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={Ay}={0.5, 0.25, 0.25, 0}, then J must be equal to D and the measurement outcome 
distribution must come from an Eigenvector Measurement. However a 
measurement, M �= | l � � l | +12��2| ’ M^ = 0.5(|0�+ |3�)(�0| + � 3 | ) 
andM2 = 0.5( 0 �- | 3 � ) ( � 0 | - 3 | ) , which is not an eigenvector measurement for p but 
it can produce [yj] = {0.5，0.25, 0.25} whose positive probability masses are same as 
{Xj} with J < D. For this type of measurement, measurement outcome distribution 
is similar to the eigenvalues of the state being measured except the number of zeros 
is different. The measurement is not necessarily an Eigenvector Measurement. 
Under the constraint p' = p, we have seen projective PPMS measurement can 
give a unique value for the Shannon entropy of measurement outcome distribution. 
Another remarkable relation exists between measurement distribution {yj} and 
eigenvalues of a state {A/}. For PPMS measurements, we have shown that {^j)= 
{A/} does not imply p'= p from Example 3.8 and p，= p does not imply {yj] = {A,} or 
S{p) = H{{yj}) from Example 3.9. For projective measurements, p' = p does not 
imply [Yj] = {A,.} from Example 4.5. For projective PPMS measurements, \ip' = p 
then {Yj} = {A,} from Theorem 4.6. Therefore, under the constraint p' = p, 
projective PPMS measurement give a unique measurement outcome distribution 
which is equal to the state's eigenvalues. By Theorem 4.9, if {yj) = {几,}’ the 
projective measurement used is an eigenvector measurement. Since projective 
PPMS measurement is a kind of projective measurement, Theorem 4.9 also proves if 
{Yj} = {A/}, the projective PPMS measurement used is an eigenvector measurement. 
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The properties of projective PPMS measurements are summarized in Fig. 4.2 where 
each arrow means "imply". The arrows (1) and (2) are proved by Theorem 3.5. 
The arrow (6) is proved by Theorem 4.6 and the arrow (8) is proved by Theorem 4.9. 
The arrows (7) and (9) are trivial. The relation (3) is done by (8)+(9)+(2), (4) is done 
by (l)+(6), (5) is done by (8)+(9) and (10) is done by (6)+(8). The arrow (10) 
means if p' = p, then the projective PPMS measurement used is an eigenvector 
measurement, i.e., a measurement satisfying Definition 4.7. 
( ( 8 ) ^ ^ ' ' ^ E i ^ n v e c t o i ^ 
( Y j 义又 ~ — \ i ^ a s u r e m e r ^ 
Fig. 4.2 The relationship under projective PPMS measurement 
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Chapter 5 
Completeness of Density Matrix 
Postulate 
5.1 Introduction 
We have seen in Example 1.1 that different ensembles of pure states can result 
in the same density matrix. Suppose a system state p is prepared by mixing some 
non-orthogonal pure states according to a distribution {/?�}. By spectral 
decomposition of p, we have yo = Z/Az|v/)(vz where {|v/�} is the basis of the 
system space and the same system state p can be prepared by choosing {|v/>} 
according to a probability distribution {义,.}. Then it is natural to ask why the von 
Neumann entropy is given by H({A/}) instead of H( {/?"})? Based on this key 
question, we will come to a new interpretation and definition of the von Neumann 
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entropy. Before we can answer this question, an additional property about density 
matrix is introduced here. 
5.2 Complete Specification of 
Quantum Ensemble by Density 
Matrix 
In this section, we will recapitulate some standard results in quantum mechanics. 
In the following, we assume that {\[i/k), Pk }, the knowledge of how the system in 
discussion is prepared, is available and only postulate 1 to 4 will be used. We are 
going to show that if two systems can be described by same density matrix, although 
they are mixed by different pure states, they have two nice important common 
properties. Firstly, after the same evolution, they can still be described by the same 
density matrix. Secondly, for the same measurement, they have the same 
measurement outcome distribution and the post measurement state can be described 
by the same density matrix for the same outcome. Based on these two properties, 
an alternative definition of the von Neumann entropy will be given. 
Suppose there are two closed systems X and Y. System X is prepared by 
mixing some non-orthogonal pure states {丨⑷} according to a distribution {pk) while 
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System Y is prepared by mixing some orthogonal pure states {|v/)} according to a 
distribution {Xj}. Both of them can be described by density matrices. The state of 
system X is 
pX ( 363 ) 
and the state of system Y is 
p^ =:Z/A/|vi.��v/|. (364 ) 
Suppose pX = pY. If both of them undergo the same evolution which is modeled by 
a unitary transform U, the state | y/k) becomes U\ y/k) and the state |v/) becomes U\vi). 
After taking the unitary transform U, system X is described by a density matrix 
p ^ = I.kPkU\yyk){¥k I " 卞 = | ) C / 卞 = U p X u �， ( 365 ) 
and system Y is described by a density matrix 
y^r =:S/A.^/|v/��v/|t/1" =(/(Z/A. |v/��v/|)7l" = / //t/t， (366 ) 
which is equal to p ^ since p^. That is if the two systems are described by 
the same density matrices, they are still described by the same density matrix after 
the same evolution. 
Now instead of an evolution, suppose a measurement {Mj} is taken on both 
systems. If the state of system X | y/k) is given, then 脉 the probability for the 
measurement outcome j to occur, is 
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Pj\k = tr{^�Mj\y/k��¥k |)’ (367 ) 
and the post-measurement state is 
ni= t w � (368) ^tr\M)Mjii/k){y/k ^ 
^Mk) = I (369) <Pj\k 
Therefore, the probability for the measurement outcome j to occur is 
I^k PkP j\k = llk Pkt 人M]M j\y/k){}n� ( 370 ) 
= (371) 
= t r [ M ] M j [ i : k P k \ ¥ k ) { ¥ k I ) ) ( 372 ) 
=tr[M]MjP^) ( 373 ) 
which is equal to ( 88 ). Given the measurement outcome is j , the 
post-measurement state of system X expressed in density matrix is 
pf =TkPk\j\¥i){^k[ (374) 
where 
Pkj Pj\kPk …n 
— = . ( 375 ) 
Pj Y.rPj\k'Pk' 
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Then ( 374 ) becomes 
J llk'PAk'Pk' " 
• pj\kpk Mj\y/k){y/k \M] 
力 (377 ) 
T^k�PM'Pk' Pj\k 
= (378 ) 
I^k�PM'Pk' 
Y^kPkMj M] 
= ^ f — ( 379 ) 
I^K'^RI^MJM J]Y/K'){N'\)PK' 
_ M紅kPkWk��y/k 加’j I “ \ (380) 
= - 7 - 2 \ " \ i ( 3 8 1 ) 
t�\jMfZk�Pk' ¥k'){yk' 
mIPAM] 
= / t XV (382) 
which is, of course, equal to ( 89 ). For system Y, we can repeat ( 367 ) to ( 382 ) by 
replacing p by A, i// by v and X by Y. By ( 373 )，the probability for the 
measurement outcome j to occur is 
TR[M]MjP^). ( 383 ) 
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Since / / = the two systems have the same probability for outcome j to occur. 
By ( 382 )，the post-measurement state of system Y is given by 
Mj{p^)M] 
-7—f TV ( 384 ) 
which is same as system X from ( 382 ) since / / = / / . 
We have seen that if two systems are described by the same density matrix, after 
the same evolution, the two systems are still described by a common density matrix. 
Most importantly, for the same measurement, the two systems will have the same 
measurement outcome distribution and the post-measurement state can be described 
by a common density matrix. Therefore, two mixtures, resulting in the same 
density matrix, are not distinguishable. We are then motivated to accept the 
completeness of quantum description postulate in P.76 of [ 8 ]. 
Completeness of quantum description: The density matrix p completely 
specifies all the properties of a quantum ensemble. 
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5.3 An Alternative Definition of von 
Neumann Entropy by Shannon 
Entropy 
Due to the completeness of quantum description, we can give our third definition 
of the von Neumann entropy as follows. Since system X and system Y are 
described by the same density matrix, they have the same amount of entropy. 
Therefore, we can apply the Shannon entropy function to system Y in order to 
measure the amount of entropy contained in system X. We will give our third 
definition based on the above simple observation as follows. 
Definition 5.1 Suppose the state of a system is described by a density matrix p. If 
the same state p can be prepared by mixing some orthonormal states (or 
distinguishable states) with probability distribution {A/}, then the entropy of the 
system is simply evaluated by H({/1/}). 
Notice that the above orthonormal states and the probability distribution {义,.} 
can always be found with the help of spectral decomposition of p. Then the 
distribution {A/}, the eigenvalues of the density matrix p, are unique, non-negative 
and have a unit sum since p is positive and tr(y9) = 1. Besides, the above definition 
gives the same value as the von Neumann entropy from ( 141 ). 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion and Future Works 
6.1 Conclusion 
In Classical Information Theory, the Shannon entropy is commonly used to 
measure the uncertainty of a random variable describing a classical system. In 
Quantum Information Theory, the von Neumann entropy is considered as a 
measurement of uncertainty contained in a quantum system. Both definitions are a 
measurement of uncertainty contained in a system but they are applied to different 
system descriptions. In this thesis, we have provided three ways to relate the 
Shannon entropy with the von Neumann entropy, and we have given new 
formulations and interpretations of the von Neumann entropy. 
Firstly, we have shown that if a measurement machine can always produce pure 
post-measurement states, the Shannon entropy of the measurement outcome 
distribution is lower bounded by the von Neumann entropy. Secondly, we have 
used a mental measurement to obtain a probability distribution from a density matrix. 
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1. 
This mental measurement is required to preserve the system state before the 
measurement outcome is disclosed. By satisfying this requirement, we have found 
that if the measurement is a projective PPMS measurement, the Shannon entropy of 
the measurement outcome distribution is equal to the von Neumann entropy of the 
system. Lastly, we have given a definition of the von Neumann entropy in terms of 
orthogonal states. Specifically, for any system, we consider another system which 
is a mixture of orthogonal states，such that both systems can be described by the 
same density matrix. Since the state of the system, which is a mixture of orthogonal 
states, is always distinguishable, the Shannon entropy can be applied directly to 
evaluate the amount of uncertainty contained in the systems. We have shown that 
this value is equal to the von Neumann entropy of both systems. This explains why 
the von Neumann entropy can be evaluated by putting the eigenvalues of p into the 
Shannon entropy function. 
From the three new definitions of the von Neumann entropy, we see a close 
relation between entropy and distinguishable pure states, i.e., a set of orthonormal 
vectors. Although the first and the second definitions come from completely 
different approaches, eigenvector measurements can achieve the lower bound in the 
first definition and satisfy the requirements in the second definition. Since the 
post-measurement states are pure and distinguishable, the uncertainty of the system 
is completely transferred to the uncertainty of the measurement outcomes, so that the 
uncertainty of the system can be obtained by directly applying the Shannon entropy 
to the measurement outcome distribution. In the third definition, instead of 
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involving measurements, we consider another equivalent system, a mixture of 
distinguishable pure states, which can be modeled by the Shannon entropy. 
In Chapter 1, we have seen that the definition of the von Neumann entropy 
cannot be extended directly to define conditional entropy. By the three new 
definitions of the von Neumann entropy, it may be possible to extend the von 
Neumann entropy to define conditional entropy. In addition, we have formulated a 
useful tool to model measurements which can always produce pure 
post-measurement states. This tool renders us a new interpretation of the relation 
between entropy and pure post-measurement states. 
6.2 Future Work 
One of the applications of the three new definitions of the von Neumann 
entropy is to define conditional entropy. In Section 1.4.3, we have seen two 
different ways to define conditional entropy. If we interpret conditional entropy as 
a measurement of uncertainty contained in a system when another system is given, 
the value must be non-negative. For Levitin's work, Theorem 3.5 is extended to 
define conditional entropy as in ( 146 ). This definition always gives a 
non-negative value which can be interpreted as a measurement of uncertainty. 
However, why do we restrict to projective measurements? If general measurements 
are used instead of projective measurements, a smaller non-negative value can be 
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obtained in ( 146 ) because projective measurement is only a special case of general 
measurement. 
For future work, by extending Definition 3.10, we can define conditional 
entropy which is similar to Levitin's definition except that projective measurement is 
replaced by PPMS measurement. We can also attempt to extend Definition 4.7 and 
Definition 5.1 to give new definitions of conditional entropy. Of course, a new 
definition of conditional entropy, in order to be meaningful, should appear in some 
applications like data compression. After all, it is meaningful to have a quantum 
version of conditional mutual information, because all Shannon's information 
measures are special cases of conditional mutual information. Without doubt, a 
better understanding of all these fundamental quantities and their relations are 
extremely important for the development of the Quantum Information Theory. 
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